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The Stories Gleaned from the author’s experiences over many years Yoga and Zen training as

well as from conversations with teachers, folk stories and temple magazines, this is a

fascinating and enlightening compendium of tales from the Yoga and Zen traditions. Stories

such as these are used in many spiritual schools’ teaching – they’re the flint or steel that makes

the spark which, when nurtured daily, fires the imagination, heralds enlightenment and insight.
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of the type presented here are used in many spiritual schools, to a greater or lesser extent;

nearly all teachers make some use of them. I have collected these over the years from a

variety of sources: sometimes reminiscences of a former teacher are buried in an old book, or

a temple magazine; one or two are folk stories, some are verbally transmitted, some would be

difficult to trace to a source. There are one or two incidents personally experienced, and I have

occasionally put a few introductory remarks.Their function is to act as flint and steel in making

a light. In this, the flint is gripped in the left hand, with some dry tinder (usually a herb) under

the thumb near the edge; then the steel is struck with a glancing blow across the edge of the

flint. There may be no spark; then one tries again. There may be a spark which does not touch

the tinder; then one tries again. But when a spark does set the tinder smouldering, as must

happen sooner or later, it has to be carefully blown on – not too much and not too little – till it

glows brightly. Finally a spill of thin paper can be ignited, and that in turn lights the lamp or

fire.If a story here strikes no spark, or if there is a spark which dies away so that it does not

recur in the mind, then another can be tried. When one does grip the mind, it should be

pondered daily for several weeks, to find the deeper points. At the end of the introduction an

example is given of how to focus on one such point. The process corresponds to nurturing the

little glow of the tinder; it should not yet be subjected to the strong wind of outside criticism or

scepticism or even constructive suggestion. It must be cherished inwardly. If all goes well and it

creates a blaze, then outer winds, however strong, can only increase it.These stories are not

the same as Zen koans, in many of which something apparently extraordinarily inappropriate is

said, or perhaps done; just because these are extraordinary, they are good for catching the

mind. But afterwards the light from them has to be applied to daily life. The pieces presented

here are often incidents from ordinary life (not that there are no extraordinary ones too). The

aim is to find realization and inspiration from daily life. Because they are ordinary, it may be

harder to focus upon them; but the traditional presentation is skilful at catching at the heart of

an attentive reader.In the Jewish tradition, Jesus was the first person known to have made

systematic use of the method of riddle. He never spoke to the people except in riddles, says

the Gospel. He expected these to be solved: to disciples asking for an explanation he replied

briefly, ‘Are you as dull as the rest?’ (Interested readers may find a stimulus in the Buddhist

priest’s comment on pearls and swine, in the twelfth story.) His use of the riddles was itself

one, echoing and extending the riddle in Isaiah: ‘to those outside everything comes by way of



riddles, so that (as Scripture says) they may look and look, but see nothing; they may hear and

hear, but understand nothing; otherwise they might turn to God and be forgiven.’THE

PICTURESThe pictures were brushed for this book by Jacques Allais in what is called the

Suiboku style, in which he is an expert. His work has been praised by the doyen of Japanese

Suiboku painters, Nanpu Katayama, who received the Order of Culture (corresponding to the

British Order of Merit) for his services to art.Suiboku is eighty per cent suggestion – a Suiboku

artist would not show both ends of a bridge, only one. The style gives a hint for the focusing of

meditation practice.I am grateful to Jacques Allais for his generosity in offering these pictures

for the book.INTRODUCTIONCloth against cloth, or stone against stone:No clear result, and it

is meaningless.Catch the flung stone in the cloth,Pin the wind-fluttered cloth with a stone.This

verse comes in a scroll of spiritual training belonging to one of the knightly arts in the Far East.

In these traditions, instruction is given in the form of vivid images, not in terms of logical

categories; it is meant to be a stimulus to living inspiration, not dead analysis. The apparent

exactitudes of logic turn out to be of very limited value when applied to life, because then the

terms can never be precisely defined.In the verse, the catching cloth stands for what is

technically called ‘softness’, which is not the same as weakness; the stone stands for

hardness, not the same as strength.Softness has a special meaning: it is not merely giving way

or doing nothing. There is a strength in softness, but it is not the hard strength of rigidity which

has an inherent weakness, namely incapacity to adapt. There is another verse which illustrates

these distinctions:Strong in their softness are the sprays of wisteria creeper,The pine in its

hardness is broken by the weak snow.How do these things work in practice? Here is an

example from one of the schools of self-defence. You stand on the edge of a cliff and suddenly

you see a powerfully built man rushing at you with outstretched arms to push you off. However

you may brace yourself, the impetus of his rush will overcome your resistance, and after a brief

check you will inevitably go over. To brace yourself is hardness, and it loses to greater

hardness. This is meeting stone with stone. Yet if you do nothing, but just stand there –

weakness – he will easily push you over.Now suppose that just before his arms touch you, you

fall in a heap at his feet. His impetus, not meeting the expected resistance, carries him on

unopposed; he trips over you, and goes over himself. This is softness and it defeats hardness.

Softness is controlled, skilfully directed, inwardly calm, and prompt. To rate as true softness, it

has to be effective in application.Softness must be carefully distinguished from weakness. In

the second verse, the snow falls on the wisteria creeper. When it piles up a little, the flexible

creeper bends and the snow drops off. It should be noted that the creeper does not give up its

root. It retains an inner integrity, but is able to give before the external pressure by changing its

posture, so to say. The branches of the pine tree, however, stiffly retaining their fixed attitude,

hold the snow as it piles up, and they may be broken. (The fact is sometimes a surprise to

those who have never seen it happen.)Hardness too has a role. but it has to be used skilfully,

just so much and no more. ‘Pin the wind-fluttered cloth with a stone’: the cloth unguided by

human hands stands for weakness, and then the hardness of the stone is needed to hold it

steady against the wind.What is the application in life? ‘Cloth against cloth, stone against

stone: no clear result, and it is meaningless.’ The sense is, not to meet weakness with

weakness, nor oppose hardness with further hardness.Do not meet cloth with cloth. They are

those who, when they become aware of some undesirable characteristic in themselves which

hampers their development, say with lethargic resignation, ‘Well, that is how I am.’ Sometimes

they say, ‘That is how God made me – it is His will.’ This is meeting weakness with further

weakness, and as the verse says, there is no result and it is meaningless.Some IQ tests have

shown Chinese and Japanese children as the best in the world at them. If it is accepted that to



solve such little brain-teasers is important for life, the answer for the rest of us is to work harder.

The weakness, if it exists, is not to be indignantly denied or resented, but overcome by

controlled and skilful hardness. Many great champions in sport began with an inferior natural

endowment; they took it as a challenge, and finally surpassed the ‘naturals’, most of whom get

their successes too early, become complacent and do not practise enough. Maria Callas did

not have a first-rate natural voice: she trained a second-rate instrument. But the intensity of

training gave her performances a magnetism which great natural singers have often lacked,

and her impact on the world of music was enormous. Michelangelo was early on producing

juvenile masterpieces, but the works attributed to Leonardo’s youth do not foreshadow the

genius that was to come; he drew it forth out of himself by persistent endeavour – ‘ostinato

rigore’ as he says in his notebooks.
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bojangleshiker, “quick service good price book in good shape contains valuable (and fun).

quick service  good price book in good shapecontains valuable (and fun) reading”

Kenneth KNott, “For the thinker.. Trevor Legget was a world renowned Judo Instructor. He was

also a man with an outstandng intellect and wisdom. This will be evident to the reader who

takes the time to read and examine the contents critcally.In spite of it being a relatively short

book, I learn someting new every time I read it. I also getter an improved understanding and a

greater respect for the author.”

Radha Bellur, “How do we choose the right path in life? .... How do we choose the right path in

life? What qualities do we need when we face difficult situations? How do we cultivate these

qualities? Stories presented in the book are meant to raise many such questions and are

offered for our reflections and use as examples of intricacies of life.”

The book by Trevor Leggett has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 6 people have provided feedback.
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